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Fajas Firm Reduce 2 Sizes Immediately

Have a great body in five minutes or less with the industry’s best foundation underwear (and have the
opportunity to begin your own business)

Oct. 11, 2008 - PRLog -- Solaris store is introducing Chemisette a new company in the United States
market that offers thermal, design, body shaper, stockings, knee-highs, pantyhose, intimate apparel, health,
and aromatherapy lines, we not only offer the most exclusive garments and high quality products but also
we open new career horizons for men and women. 

In the website www.Solarisstore.com  you will find the great Chemisette with its many offerings. We also
have the line Firm International with its wonderful fabric Power net,  this line offers Firm Control
foundation underwear for the person who really wants to be remodeled from head to toe without costly
plastic surgeries and lengthily recuperation, and have the figure of their dreams right away. Is for people
who understands this is not the time to wait to lose those pounds.

Many men and women experience the horror of shopping off the rack, testing their frustration, we come in
different shapes and sizes, when you have an undergarment that can correct not only the posture but the
unattractive extra fat in your thighs, flatten your tummy area 6 inches, make you look two sizes smaller
immediately, it will give you piece on mind, most importantly make that dress or suit look wonderful on
you for that party and the pictures that will be seen forever. Don‘t be surprise if you lose one dress size or
pant size in forty days. It also closes the ribs for an even slimmer torso.

This is not your grandmother’s corset and girdle, nor is the whale bone corset ,it is new technology from
Japan, Europe, Chile and Mexico. The new revolutionary  fabric is called Power net, it retains its shape
even after six or more years of usage.  It is porous, allows the skin to breath, helps the lymphatic system to
drain, can be use right after plastic surgery, requires minimal care, acts like a foundation for clothing so that
they look the best when worn. 

Everybody knows when people look better, they want to do things to continue on the that path, when people
are overweight or just had a baby it is not the time to feel down or depress. When a Hollywood celebrity
was asked   ‘How come you look so thin right after having a baby” she answered “ I put some blush on my
 cheeks and wear a girdle“,  this was her honest answer, you know her as the  protagonist in Shakespeare in
Love.  that‘s exactly what most of the Hollywood celebrities do after having a baby, that‘s why they look so
thin after having their babies. It really works, the proof is in the pictures.

As you can see we have a extensive line of products that help you in your quest for better health and beauty,
everything is helping from outside in, it is not like a prescription drug, for example, if a remodeling
treatment, portable sauna, aromatherapy, or cream is not working for you, you have the opportunity to stop
it right away  without ill secondary effects. Unlike a drug, once ingested and it was bad for you, sorry but
you can not reverse it unfortunately the harm is already done. 

To the busy men and women who can not relax or get sick all the time we have the best aromatherapy in the
world from Payan Bertrand France number one in the European market. An example from our wonderful
 aromatherapy product line is Oleo Forte 100% natural and organic product that works with your body
defenses helping your body heal itself, the application is easy just put it in your warm zone areas like your
neck, pulse, your head and inhale it, your migraine is gone.
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HAVE A GREAT BODY IN FIVE MINUTES OR LESS WITH THE INDUSTRY’S BEST
FOUNDATION UNDERWEAR
(And have the opportunity to begin your own business)

Solaris store is offering Girdles that helps to reduce Sizes In a few minutes Fix posture, control
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